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Save editor dark souls 2 xbox 360

Well, after almost 2 months of hard research, the coding and hacking tool has finally reached its first public stage. There isn't much currently there, but when I work on the next updates you should be enough to get people to get too much of yourself. Some errors know... Like: * Adding too many items
(such as 800 or more) to keep some items in the wrong section due to inventory, so your game will be frozen or trying to do something with a wrong item. I recommend that you keep it safe and just add the items you need. * Something else that I think is going to work on, but all the problems, and will be
set in the end. Photores: * Modification PS3 Effective Edata * Modification XB360 Secure Edata * Stat Legit Calculation * Slot Extract * Slot Alternative * Inventory Editor * Database Manager (allows items or their resort to include) * Save directly from Mod (PS3 Mods &amp; WIP: #Parameter editor, will
distribute fun stuff, being prepared for it, just not finished yet. If necessary, the editor will be appointed #Inventory to support all items included. #other : Things I don't remember now: P Instructions: 1) Load your gamesave through the left tab menu. You can load it from your computer, USB or FTP [re-
signed console only]. 2) Select the slot you want to modify and 'Load [Charactini]', you will be shown the current data and are free to modify them. 3) Modify your existing stuff if you want to press the 'Stuff' tab on the left menu and then click each slot you want to modify. 4) Your inventory can be revised by
dragging items from the database to the left, on the right, click the top objects to change the parts, they match the game's objects. 5) When you modify your savings change you see fit, press 'Savings Changes' on the left menu. 6) Your safe will be updated and will return wherever it was loaded, you will be
told when it is completed. 7) Play. 1.0.0.1 * Fixed equipment (accept some ballot) * Configure better items (does not determine the wrong location in the item section completely) * Fixed slot id * Included total time played in slot selection (see only) * Fixed savings when legit numbers Counting has turned on
* Usb Manager placed the faxed bug in 1.0.0.2 * Fixed Inventory Reading * Atombon * The option to switch to converted slot data management, will bring us some good new footage in the next updates! * The structure of the updated database, the new version must download it to use it. * Add item
corruption warning when an item is declared corrupt, the item's error flag can be changed to the database section. * Better souls memory calculation. * Distribute other problem fixes! Placed 1.0.0.3 * Inventory Kept 1.0.0.4 * Detecting the slot. * Faxed values out of range * Better equipment * Some good
IMO to change or extract statistics * Changed slot menus on additional tools, inventory, build or game advances * Additional tools to copy data, inventory, build or replace the game * for another role * better code change/extract * * Allows for modification of the memory of spirits * New database section for
all ignored items is not used by ignoring items, or can already be infected by the draft, these items are ignored by the inventory editor * Fixd and improved in some equipment. * To add additional spelling to the al-Luwood, even the use of magic will be as de-felt as the ingma unless other are specific. *
Distribute more bogfaas! 1.0.0.5 * STFS SEW * Changed Inventory Management will be due to fixed corruption for Xbox360 users, changing the inventory of unmodified character. * Better Ps3 FTP Manager, and more assistant to added to the *fixd device if server is unreachable * Overload loading/saving
is better performance * Faxed Ps3 file not found when trying to save * Better equipment indexing... (Stil Perfect ^_^) * More Bogfaas! Note:This update can take new bugs, please report them to 360haven by prime or assistant thread, try to explain the problem that you take with all the steps you take.
*Keep 1.0.0.8 * This equipment is a method of writing unimproved items when it is fixed due to some bugs which are related to the equipment * Better multi-topic operation. * Adding the ability to change your desired DB language, some languages are not all items, will be displayed english instead. The
language requirement will be changed within the database section. Support Languagad: English, Chinese, French, Poland, German, Russian, Protu, Spanish, Korean, Japanese, Italian. * And more! 1.0.0.9* Fixd database does not need to be promping when updated. * Fixed items displayed in the wrong
section intheme, the game uses the weed view which I managed to reproduce. Note! The keys can still be displayed in the item section ingamma, except for the game and reload, and all items must be kept in accordwith with! * Due to fixed error when the file is delivered from usb. * Warning included for
THE USB managers. * Changed the savings development that will allow you to modify the save during saving. * Included UI which will allow you to set your data to the values required for prohibited moods so that still THE PVP. * Possible items, shares and potential for arrows. * Automatically include USB
detection when the device is inserted/removed. * Add the possibility of changing your signals. * Possibility (UN) lock or add maximum height. * Better PS3 savings, savings changes should be set now. * Faxed The user's slot causes change which does not change as well. * Changed user slot extract data,
now it's Current gampergas. * Change/Remove/Take device from the GameProgress section. * Your last setup enables the device to recognize the language of the database, it will load this language as a de-function. There was no change in upgrading the faxed item when editing. * Clean some dirty UI,
and background thereding. * And more! Placed 1.0.1.0 * Fixed Ahod Rating * Fixed Parameter File Not Loaded With Latest DSII Update * Drag and Drop and Draw for XBOX360 * Changed Signal Selection More Pleasant in Something * Change Equipment Selection More Happy * Additional image
accessories in the store to show the item selector whether the item is equiped or not * Good performance and low errors to ensure that many items of the same type are not included, and to prevent it from working more! *New STFS focus included, to allow you to save your corrupted xbox360 when
updating the latest callebration. * Fixed Devices Editor, now you can enjoy very good equipment interface for easy management. * Faxed distribution of bugs in inventory browser now works much more pleasantly. * Includes new flags in the database designated as Conhwemorithanoni. This flag works
only for ballot items, disabling the flag in the database section will work as the same item. Note! The old database is presented inaccessible! * Better db reading, now much faster. * Just set up the Equipment Arrow Editor to show the appropriate items for the clicked slot. * Latest assembly on .Net
Framework 4.5! * Clear unused references, and code * Fix all bugs! Placed 1.0.1.2 * Faxed bug in the luggage. * Faxed bug in Usb savings. * Faxed Holy Level UI Freeze * Added Faxed Inventory Atombon. * Inventory Editor includes the option to activate/disable item property viewers. * Fixd crash when
the device is updated after the restaurant. * Better updatethread operation. * When downloading more than one faxed database, it should be enough for a time: P* down rating .Net 4.0 to 4.5, instead of xp to help users! *New STFS Manager created, hopefully the most corrupt reforms caused by xbox360
users. * Updatedevice to work with the latest route 1.06 (only this checked line!) * New DLC items included. * Database structure to allow Dlc items. * Update language file structure to allow updates. * The option to disable item creation on the Inventory page includes the option to include the selected DLC
item. * A fixed error caused by STFS fixer. * Photos of updated DB items with real color and transperanity * Switch from inventory to atombone fixed, or other way out where items will be added to the wrong item storage. * Fixd database savings * Too much bug-ass! 1.0.1.4 * Fixed incorrect parameter
error * set some more errors in the stfs package * Added to the loaded user slot, as you document the edge can see, and and Or go where you want them. * Save from the slot is used to save all the slot until it is pressed, and the other slot leaves alone. Placed 1.0.1.5 * Fixed STFS: Illegal Number Error
referred to 1.0.1.6 * Faxed STFS Manager (hopefully) * Changed STFS Fixer to allow you to select your files, and if you want to be corrupted. * Turn the database into a static container for faster and asier item management. * Attached to all changes with each other, when you change something, it will
update everything real time. * Fixd and better magic, now only shows the slot o'lable, just like Ingamma. * 8 update dlc database with more dlc items. * I will include the ability to reload the database. * Better loading speed, load database only when it is needed. * Added the ability to drag items from the
database tab on inventory while working with the doco-cable tab. * More bugs faxed in inventory manager. * Remove the large buttons in the inventory page to save space, and move them to other places. * More asifol features include: Add all dlc, owner of all items, inventory and a few more. * Message
has been added to stop the duplicity or 'dlc' to perform the task when able to stop. * To jam, the progressand and changed, and all the functions associated with it. * Changed to a double container. Slotes can now be indukkaor or edge-up. * And much more! Put buttons to check the inventory information
included in 1.0.1.7* How many items you have of each type. * To write better statistics to meet the maximum possible game method. * Set up a problem where the signals and keys can end up in the same list. * Fixed bug where alocating data can refer to unused or incorrect blocks. * Some of the default
advance management. * The updated database structure contains more item flags, such as time included, dlc version and a few others. * Included the crown of the old iron king DLC. * Updatelanguage files with new dlc items. * When downloading faxed language files when the version does not
correspond to the central database version * Remove 'Preventing The Display' and 'Prevantidalk' from the Inventory page. * Add the settings page where you can modify your desired preferences. * Remove the message asking processors if you want all tab-edgers, their preferences are now set in the
settings page. * Better loading speed while loading graphical userinterfaces, now they are introduced when the slot is selected. * Add 'new' painting to the item picture when the item is low then at a week's age. * The changed backup system, backup is now mandatory, they will be created with the file
name [data creation] within the custom backup directory. Enjoy, as usual, donate if possible and report any bugs! New version 2.0.0.0! * Applicable Login/Registration System * New Donation System Implemented Update user interface. * Custom and Clean Code * Many more! This construction is the
beginning of a new thing. Nothing will happen below this version Support. Enjoy, as usual, donate if possible and report any bugs! About version 2.0.0.0! Save Editor by Dark Spirit II Jappi88 360Haven.com : 8Ball, Idlehands88, Seporata, Cabersam, Redemption213, about changing: This device enables
you to modify The Data to save Ps3 or The Blues. It doesn't require any third party applications, unless you're supported by the usb device program. This program is a pure design to edit to save data for your offline use... If used online then the ban would be your own fault. I do not cheat online, nor spoil
other gaming experiences and I am not responsible for any harm you may cause to yourself or others please use this device with caution. The new version brings a new system that will be used for a new program. The system is designed to bring any user easily, and especially when making updates to
me. This is needed because there are many lechars who didn't reveal any definitions. The device has been used by more than 14,000 users, and only 250 of them can give a proper thanks. Thats actually put a very bad insult into my tools considering time and effort... They have gone away, only
registered users are able to use and profit from all the good features that will come now. The system includes a donation mechanism that allows you to donate any amount you want. All donations will be received and otomatacal implementation. This device will be all free, but only you need to donate to
DLC items. If you want to use the first dlc then $1 is required, first and second will be $2 and all three you need to donate $3. The 3rd dlc has been added once it will be released. Registration: Registration required since version 2.0.0.0. You can use the account for any other device from now on. After
you've registered, you'll be able to send me bugs, check your donations, see app information, receive updates and so on. The account will be restricted to your registered system. If you log in to another OS, your account will be suspended unless you activate it. Whenever your account is turned on, the OS
you performed will be your deflated OS. Every time you switch from the machine, you will need to respond to the account. No sensitive data that will be stored. Donations: Each donation will be given to you and will be rewarded with special features. If you don't get enough reward stake in this device,
you'll get the next one. It will inspire me, and ensures that you guys always get the best things you deserve. It is true that some may find this stupid, as always... But they are not limited to the use of this device, the mix, everyone uses any of my tools Will be able, but it may be limited in some parts. Show
me your praises and sick show! If you have already made a donation, you can contact me in your payment details and sick Your account. Keep in touch with me using this program. Use: To be able to use anything from the device, you'll need to log in first. You will need to register and activate your
account before you log in. After successful login, you will be able to use the device where you used it. The only thing that has changed as use is part of the donation using dlc items. DisKlemmer: All copyrighted content is owned by its respective owner. The author (a) &amp; software is not specifically
described unless anyone has a commitment. This software is non-profit and is strictly prohibited from using the user's consent for personal use for the purpose of converting their archived e-game files attached to it. * Fixed error when trying to save. * Set some wrong spelling. * Some more minor fixes.
2.0.0.2* Fixed bugs while reading some saves by the latest DSII patch. * Fixed bugs while reading some saves by the latest DSII patch. : Set some bugs while trying to load from Usb. * Always changed the USB loading interface to show a satin usb loader. * And more corrections I don't remember.
#HOTFIXES s 2.0.0.3* Faxed file not found while trying to save in ps3mode. * Set some other bugs related to saving from Usb. * Profile/Undon cabinet-equipped display whenever a new donation is received, to make sure that the donor recovers what he deserves. 2.0.0.4 * Log optional made (log-in
special features required to use) * Set some bugs with devices (I'm most afraid) * Set some bugs in inventory * Set some bugs in database GUI * Fixed time in the fixed time. * Allow updated DLC items to keep in mind that this update should resolve the distribution of bugs but I am most afraid. Please
keep the posting bugs if you find them and il make sure to fix them. Please note that some bugs need a lil longer! Im aware of them, and will fix all these ASAP!!! Warning! Online games with revised saves support and not responsible for banning Black Soul II online services. Neither this software nor its
author (a) are specifically responsible for the use of the use to connect your online experience and damage any damage and/or access to the use. Please note that to extend out the same role and limit your entire account, you decide to ignore this warning is yours and your son alone. Consider a donation
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you can still play online, Soul Memory makes it a bit difficult to connect with players. Download: 15 . Upload: 0 | Power Again: 2429 | Source: 25 | Thanks: 1 | Thanks 3 times in 3 times some letters, look at me, some.    
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